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Instructions: Use one form for each program identified in the accompanying email. Enter
the program name below that this form pertains to.

Program
AARP Foundation Senior Community Service Employment Program (SCSEP)
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Element One: Alignment of Mission, Solicitations and Resources
Solicitations:
Please direct us to relevant pages on your web site or other solicitation materials that refer
to the program area indicated on page 1 of this form.

Web Site URL(s):
http://www.aarp.org/aarp-foundation/our-work/income/scsep/

Name of Scanned Document Attached to Email Response:

If there is no specific solicitation material for a particular program area listed above, please
explain below the reason for this and, if available, attach evidence for the lack of solicitations
(ex. financial reports showing the program is entirely grant funded or reliant upon earned
income):
The web site URL listed provides general program information about SCSEP. AARP Foundation does not
specifically solicit for SCSEP because it is almost fully funded via a federal grant from the Department of
Labor.

www.charitynavigator.org
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Element Two: Results Logic and Measures
Please answer and provide URL(s) and/or attach documents that provide
evidence that the organization proves the following:

1

The Causal Logic is Plausible.



Does the organization define what it is trying to accomplish?

AARP Foundation's Senior Community Service Employment Program (SCSEP) is the nation's oldest
program to help low-income, unemployed individuals aged 55+ find work.



Does the organization define how its specific approach leads to intended results?

AARP Foundation first matches eligible older job seekers with local nonprofits and public agencies so they
can increase skills and build self-confidence, while earning a modest income. Based on their employment
interests and goals, participants may also receive supportive services and skills training through an
educational institution. Their SCSEP experience most often leads to permanent employment.



Does the organization define what success looks like?

Success is defined as placing SCSEP candidates with host agencies (nonprofits) in paid-positions with an
average of 20 hours a week.

2

The Causal Logic based on reasonable evidence.



Does the organization have evidence that substantiates their approach?

AARP Foundation is required to track participant placement. The data demonstrates AARP Foundation
has one of the most effective placement rates of more than 70 SCSEP grant recipients.



Does the organization research if there are approaches that have been proven to work in
its cause area? (i.e. results from past internal activities and/or results from other
organizations performing similar work.)

AARP Foundation leverages the Department of Labor's funded forum for best practices and sharing
information. The forum is called Older Workers Community Practices
(https://olderworkers.workforce3one.org/).



If other approaches do exist, does the organization explain why it chooses not to use
those existing approaches?

Placement of SCSEP participants is often reliant on local SCSEP sites identifying community needs and
developing relationships with host agencies that position candidates for unsubsidized employment after
their subsidized community service work ends. Whether through local research or identifying new
approaches on Older Workers Community Practices, AARP Foundation's high rate of placement requires
it utilize new approaches for its program.

www.charitynavigator.org
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Element Two: Results Logic and Measures (Continued)
Please answer and provide URL(s) and/or attach documents that provide evidence
that the organization proves the following:

3

There are specified measures (indicators) to be collected and a plan to do so.


Does the organization have indicators that measure progress towards achieving its
intended results and a plan to collect and track those indicators?

The Department of Labor sets forth specific goals for AARP Foundation to achieve each year. AARP
Foundation tracks information through the Department of Labor's SCSEP Performance and Results QPR
(SPARQ). Department of Labor has contracted with the Charter Oak Group
(http://charteroakgroup.org/resources/scsep.shtml) and BCT Partners (http://www.scsep-help.com/) to
assist with data collection and tracking.
4 There is an indication of how much of the action is required to produce the pre-defined
outputs and outcomes.



Is there a clearly defined amount of time and/or action required to accomplish its
intended results? If this question does not apply to the organization, please explain
why.

The Department of Labor requires AARP Foundation to achieve intended results by the end of its project
year (July 1 through June 30). Results are published here:
http://www.doleta.gov/Seniors/html_docs/GranteePerf.cfm.

Element Three: Validators
Please provide URL(s) and/or attach documents that indicate evidence that your
organization is a member in good standing of any standards, codes of conduct, or
certification mechanisms or bodies that consider outcome measurement and reporting as a
part of their process for your membership. We collectively call these organizations
“validators”. Please make certain to highlight (a) evidence of your membership and (b) the
standards, codes or certifications that relate to outcomes.
Neither the Department of Labor nor any other organization recognizes any SCSEP grant recipient's
performance via certification or validators. However, on occasion, the Department of Labor will provide
the highest performing SCSEP grant recipients with additional grants for testing or implementing new
SCSEP activities or processes. In 2014, AARP Foundation was among 5-10 other organizations (out of
more than 70) that received an innovation grant to build partnerships in rural communities for testing
cost-effective ways to increase placement for rural older adults.
In addition AARP Foundation undergoes an A-133 audit of its federal programs including SCSEP to
determine if its processes are meeting federal regulations. AARP Foundation routinely passes the A-133
audits without any material weakness for its SCSEP program.

www.charitynavigator.org
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Element Four: Constituent Voice
Please answer and provide URL(s) and/or attach documents that provide evidence
that the organization proves the following:

1

The organization collects and publishes feedback from the people meant to benefit from
their work – your primary constituents.

2

The feedback is representative of all primary constituents.

3

The feedback is collected anonymously.

4

The feedback is collected with multiple methods – e.g., anonymous surveys, nonanonymous surveys, focus groups, interviews, independent third-party validation).

5

The frequency with which the organization utilizes these feedback mechanisms.

6

The feedback shows changes over time going back at least one year.

7

The feedback includes questions that speak to the organization’s effectiveness.

8

The organization reports back to its primary constituents what it heard from them.

NOTE: Please identify which page or pages and specific paragraphs contain the relevant
information.
Each year, the Department of Labor works with third parties (Charter Oak Group; BCT Partners) to
perform a customer satisfaction survey among participants, host agencies and employers to solicit
feedback about the program. The survey results are shared with AARP Foundation and compared to the
other large SCSEP grant recipients. The annual survey results are also published and archived. AARP
Foundation utilized the results of the survey to inform the development of training sessions at AARP
Foundation's annual SCSEP training conference.
Results of the survey are available here:
http://charteroakgroup.org/resources/scsep-nationwidesurveys.shtml.

www.charitynavigator.org
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Element Five: Published Evaluation Reports
Please answer and provide URL(s) and/or attach documents that provide evidence
that the organization publishes:
(NOTE: Please identify which page or pages and specific paragraphs contain the relevant
information.)

1

Evaluations at least once every five years for the program area identified on page 1
of this form.

The Department of Labor or other federal agencies typically evaluate SCSEP every 5-7 years. The most
recent evaluation published in 2013 is located here:
http://wdr.doleta.gov/research/FullText_Documents/ETAOP_2013_03.pdf.
2 Evidence that the evaluation(s) use recognized techniques (see CN 3.0 concept note
for a current list and suggest others if appropriate).

The most recent evaluation conducted a process and outcomes study of SCSEP. The evaluation summary
located at http://wdr.doleta.gov/research/FullText_Documents/ETAOP_2013_03.pdf lists the recognized
techniques.

3

Evidence that your organization makes operational changes as a result of the
findings of the aforementioned evaluations.

There are fairly strict guidelines with the Department of Labor's SCSEP program and grant. As a result,
AARP Foundation is often limited in how it can make changes to its program. As a learning organization,
AARP Foundation is continually utilizing results and findings from evaluations to improve its operations.

General Feedback:
1

Is there any other information you recommend we review in analyzing the results of
your organization and those with a similar mission?

AARP Foundation is the second largest SCSEP grant recipient. The most relevant comparison would be
reviewing program results located at http://www.doleta.gov/Seniors/html_docs/GranteePerf.cfm.

2

Is there any information about your organization's results that we have requested
from you here, that you think requires clarification or modification?

AARP Foundation's SCSEP is funded entirely by the Department of Labor's SCSEP grant. Therefore,
there are strict grant guidelines AARP Foundation must follow including how funding can be utilized and
the operational processes it must follow.
3 Any other general reactions, advice or questions you have for us as we move
forward with this new rating dimension?
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